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Global GDP growth slowing from pandemic highs 
as momentum fades 



Population growth is distorting real GDP growth -
households are worse off than they appear



Global supply chain pressures have eased



Global manufacturing outlook still soft



Further BoC and Fed rate hikes now ‘data 
dependent’ but would prefer not to hike again 
unless necessary



Canadian inflation growth has slowed but ‘core’ 
measures still running above target

https://thoughtleadership.rbc.com/rbc-inflation-watch/
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More signs of softening in U.S. price growth, 
despite resilient consumer spending

https://thoughtleadership.rbc.com/rbc-us-inflation-watch/

https://thoughtleadership.rbc.com/rbc-us-inflation-watch/


Signs of easing in labour market tightness Canada 
– long-expected Canadian unemployment rate 
upswing begins



Canadians spending a record share of take-home 
pay on mortgage payments



Higher debt payments and inflation soaking up 
Canadian household purchasing power



Consumption has already flattened on a per capita 
basis
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Cash savings are still high, but shifting to term 
deposits (less likely to be spent)



Spring rebound has largely reversed in Canada



CAD outlook flattish with BoC and Fed moving 
(mostly) in tandem



For more information please visit:
rbc.com/economics
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